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SURFACES WITH p,=O: CONSTRUCTIONS AND
 MODULI SPACES, BURNIAT SURFACES AND
    DEFORMATIONS OF AUTOMORPHISMS
F. CATANESE
INTRODgCTION
  The following is a slightly extended version of the talk, with the same
title, which I gave at the Kinos&ki Symposium oxx A}gebraic Geometry
in October 2ell, and dealing with the classificatioR of Åëomplex pro-
jective surfaces of general type (here the reader may find a few more
references).
  As mektioxed ik the talk, there exist twc ways te dg "classificatieA
theory" :
    e one is similar to the activity of collecting beautiful and/or in-
      terestiRg gbjects at yeur home,
    e the other is like planning on the onset to build a large museum,
      starting by collecting financial support and experts who are
      supposed to work there: in other words, giving priority to the
      erganizatiokal aRd social aspects of yeur ekteyprise.
  But even if you choose method one, your home might become a
museum after your death, so both methods could converge to the same
goal iR tke eRd; ehe m&in differeRce is tkerefere psyckclogical, aRd the
choice refiects mainly personal taste.
  Also, at first glance the first method seems to be simpler than the
$ecQRd: sti}l k might face you with RoR triviakechnica} prob}err}s (evelt
if you only collect wine labels, it is not easy to peei them off the bottle,
especially for the French wines,..).
  Our beloved objects are here the surfaces of general type, and inter-
e$tiRg patterRs emerge while collecting examp}es akd studying them.
  So, let S be a smooth complex projective minimal surface of general
type. This means that S does not contain any rational curve of self
intersectiolt (-!) o:, eqgivaleRt}y, that the cafto=ical divisor Ks of S
is nef and big (Kg År O). Thenit is well known that
             Kg k 1, x(S) :=1-q(S) +p,(S) År- 1.
  Pate: january 21, 2e12.
  The present article follows the expository thread of the talk given at the Kinosaki
Algebraic Geornetry Symposium, October 27, 2011. It reports on research which
took p}ace in the rea}m of the 9FG Forsche!gruppe 79g "C}assMcatioR of algebraic
surfaces and Åëompact comp}ex manifelds" .
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  Recall that the geornetn'c genus of S:
    p,(s) := hO(S, st3) := dim HO(S, 9Z) = dim HO(S, Os(Ks)),
and the irregularity of S:
 q(s) := hi(s, os) := dimHi(s, os) = hO(s, stb) := dim HO(s, stk),
are birational invariants of S, as well as Kg, since
        Kg == p2(s) - x(s), p2(s) := dim HO(s, os(2Ks)).
  Recall (see [Bom73]) that the canonical model of S is X := Proo'(CRI(S)),
where R(S) := O.HO(S, Os(mKs)) is the canonical ring of S. X is a
normal surface with Rational Double Points as singularities, and with
Kx ample. Moreover there is a birational morphism p: S . X con-
tracting exactly the finitely many (-2)-curves (the irreducible curves C
such that Ks •C= O, which satisfy C2 = -2, hence C [)t Pi ).
  We have a coarse moduli space for the canonical models X of surfaces
S of general type with fixed x and K2 ([Gies77]).
Theorem O.1. For each pair of natural nu7nbers (x,y) we have the
Gieseker moduli space EMge.?y), which is a quasi pro2'ective scheme, and
whose points correspond to the isomorphism classes of minimal surfaces
S of general type with x(S) = x and K3 = y.
  It is a coarse moduli space for the canonical models X of minimal
surfaces S of general type with x(S) = x and Kg = y.
  Concerning the range attained by the pair of numerical invariants
above, an upper bound for Kg is given by the Bogomolov-Miyaoka-
Yau inequality:
Theorem O,2 ([Miy77b], [Yau77], [Yau78], [Miy82]). LetS be a smooth
surface ofgeneral type. Then
                        Kg s gx(s),
and equality holds of and only of the universal covering of S is the
complex ball B2 := {(z,w) E (C211zl2 + liv12 Åq 1}.
O.1. Surfaces wih very low invariants. The above inequality is rel-
evant when one is looking at the classification of surfaces of general
type with `very low' invariants, for instance with the minimal possible
value x(S) = 1 for x(S).
  In this case classification means therefore to "understand" the nine
moduli spaces ÅíIJtYtP.) for 1 S n S 9, in particular to describe their
connected and irreducible components and their respective dimensions.
Observe that
                x(S) - 1 O p, (S) - q(S).
Remark O.3. If we assume that S is irregular (i.e., q(S) År O), then by




  Therefore in our case p,(S) S 4. Moreover it was shown by Beauville
([Deb82]) that p,(S) = q(S) me 4 if and only if S is the product of two
curves of genus 2.
  Also $grfaces with pg = g rm 3 were described in [CCML98]: there
are only two families, namely, the symmetric squa,res of curves of genus
3 (these have Kg = 6), or the quotients of a product of curves C2 Å~ C5,
where C2 has geRgs 2 aRd C5 kas germs 3, by aft iRvolutiek of prod=ct
type, acting as the hyperelliptic involution on C2 and freely on C5
(these surfaces have K3 = 8).
  In [CCML98] a partial classification was shown (it wa$ shown foT
ittstance that 6 f{ Kg f{i 9), and the clas$ificatien was tkeR finished
independently by [HaPa02], axxd[Pi02].
  There has been lately a revival of interest for the surfaces in the
seceRd family, from the tgpologica} side (see [Akb121).
  The case pg == q :2 is already harder: there is a substantial lit-
erature (see [BCP06b]), but they are still far from being classified in
$piÅíe cf werk by several agthors: Zgcccpt Ciliberto aRd MeRdes Lopes,
Hacon and Chen, Poiizzi and Penegini .
  One knows that 4 S Kg S 9 by the cited inequalities, but it is
unkltown whether they do exist for K3 : 9 (there have beeR repeated
but failillg attempts by Yeung to shew thatthese ba}} quotieRts cannet
occur), or whether the surfaÅíes with pug = q xe 2 and Kg = 4 are
all double covers of a principally polarized Abelian surface, and with
branch cgrve a divisor A E i2el (thi$ was preveft by Manetti iR [Maxxe31
under the assumption that Ks is ample). There are also no examples
known with p, =q xe 2, Kg : 7.
  Surfaces with p, xe g = 1 have 2 S Kg S 9 and kave been clas$Med
for K3 = 2,3 (Kg :2 in iCat81], Kg xe 3 in iCC91], [CC93], cf. also
[CatPig06] for an exact determination of the connected components of
the moduli space). Existence of the case of ball quotieni,s (p, = q =
1, Kg = 9) has beell aRRe"nced by Cartwright axd Steger. If tki$ is
correct, there are no gaps and surfaces with pg =q = 1 do exist for
each value of Kg = 2, . • • , 9•
  As the readey may kRgw or surmise, the case pg = g =e is the
most dificuit, and also the one for which there are more examples (see
[BCPIO]). Surfaces with p, = q = O exist for all values of Kg = 1, . . . , 9,
but on}y the case K3 = 9 has been classified by Cartwright aRd Steger,
giving a precisieR to Åíhe fuBdamental werk of Prasad-\egxxg ([CaStlg],
[PY07]); there are 50 fundamental groups, and 100 isolated points of
the moduli space, corresponding to 50 pairs of complex conjugate non
isorcoyphic $urfaces ([KKe21).
  Since the 1970's there was a big revival of interest (see [Dolga81]
for an early survey) in the construction of these surfaces and in a pos-
sible attempt to c}assificatioR, aRd the Bloch conjecture axxd differeR-




reason for raising further interest about surfaces of general type with
pg = O. There has been recent important progress in the last 5 years
(see [BCPIO]) but there is no hope at the moment to even conjecturally
finish the classification. E.g., for Kg = 7 there is only one family of
surfaces with pg =: O known, constructed by Inoue (cf. [Ino94]), while
for Kg = 8 the only known examples have the bidisk as universal cover
(the reducible case has been classified in [BCG08], and a missing case
was then added by [Frall]).
  At this point it seems appropriate to stop reporting on classifica-
tion results and to concentrate on `philosophical' issues. Consider the
following provocative question of D. Mumford, posed at the Montreal
Conference in 1980:
  Can a computer classify all surfaces of general type with
p, == O?
  The meaning of the question is clear, and confirmed by recent progress:
these surfaces are so many, that it takes more than man's power to `con-
quer' their classification. And it is indeed true that a computer algebra
program is necessary to construct systematically certain surfaces, as it
was carried out in [BCGP09], [BPIIa] for product-quotient surfaces
with pg == O. More generally, it is conceivable that computer programs,
may be quantum computers, may describe all the possible canonical
rings of such surfaces in some not so distant future.
  There remains however a major diMculty: these rings will belong to
different families, for instance according to the several possibilities for
the degrees of a minimal system of generators, and of relations and
higher syzygies.
  But, how to find out how these locally closed subsets will fit in
together inside the moduli space?
  This difliculty is witnessed already by the work of Horikawa ([Hor78])
in the much simpler instance of surfaces with pg(S) = 4,K3 = 6.
Horikawa, looking at the canonical map, was able to divide these sur-
faces in 11 families, and began then to analyse the problem of incidence
among these locally closed strata of the moduli space, the question be-
ing: is stratum v4 in the closure of stratum B? This is a typical hard
problem in the theory of surfaces, and Horikawa showed that the corre-
sponding subset of the moduli space has 4 irreducible components, and
at most 3 connected components: leaving open the question whether
there are 1, 2, or 3 connected components. Asnwering one of these
questions turned out to be quite diflicult, namely in [BCP06a] it was
shown that the number of connected components is at most 2, but it
is still open the question whether the number is 1 or 2.
  One may sometimes be in a lucky situation, where it is possible to




  This may happen in several ways, for instance because there is only
one mode of puresentation for the canonical ring, or because this phe-
nomenon happens for some finite unramified covering si of S ( see the
zaext sectioR).
  Or, topology may dictate the existeRce of certaik holomerphic map$
to Abelian varieties or products of curves, and this geometric feature
allows to determine a connected component of the moduli space.
  On the other hand, if we are not in a lucky situation, or if there is
xxo good topologica} reason whieh determines a coRRected component,
k i$ veyy hard te skew tkat aR irredgcib}e cempcRent is igdeed a coxx-
nected component. One has to study deformations of a given family
of surfaces (determining an open set " in the moduli space), then one-
parameter limits of the deformed objects (degenerations of the surfaces
corresponding to points in the open set ", i.e., determine the c}osure
of the opelt set g) akd thea the defcymatiems ef these limits (ery to see
whether the closure " is also an open set).
  Together with Ingrid Bauer, also motivated by the problem of sorting
out the surfaces constructed in [BCGP09], we took as a benchmark the
preblem of determining completely the conRected components of the
modgli space$ coRtaixiRg the se called B=rniat sgyfaÅíes (some sgrfaces
with p,(S) =O constructed in l966 by Pol Burniat, see [Bu66]). The
problem is now solved for Kg == 2, 4, 5, 6, but there is a single remaining
final step missing in the case Kg = 3 of tertiary Burniat surfaces.
  The paper is organized as follows:
  lk the fust secticR we shall briefiy recall $eme by Row c}assica} `lgcky'
case where some confiected compoitent of the moduli space of surfaces
with pg = O can be determined. This part should also be seen as a
`warm up' for the sequel.
  In section 2 we define the Burniat surfaces and in section 3 we state
the mgig classMcatiog theerem cexceyking them. IR $ectioR 4 we treat
primary Burniat surfaces, which have a large fundamental greup, and
we illustrate via this case the principle "topology can determine con-
nected components of the moduli space", a phenomenon which has
been explored in various other cases.
  IR section 5 we iRtreduce exteRded Burniat suyfaces, which 3re de-
formatioRs of xxoda3 Burniat surfaces (they yield a concrete example of
an open set ut as previously mentioned).
  Finally, in section 6 we describe a pathological behaviour of the mod-
uli space, which is related to the degeneration of extended Burniat
surfaÅíes to BurRiat surface$; ltamely, the fact that centinuous fami-
lies gf cafionicai mode}s yield, at the level of minimal models, fami-
lies of branch loci which vary discontinuously. The explanation goes
through the remarkable phenomenon that, even if the automorphism
group of the minimal model is the same as the automorphism group of




is the group of automorphisms of the general surface, then Def(S, G)
is not proper onto Def(X, G); and, for tertiary Burniat surfaces, while
Def(S) and Def(X, G) surject onto Def(X), Def(S, G) just maps to a
nowhere dense set.
  For tJhe convenience of the reader we have drawn pictures of the line
configurations in the plane corresponding to the branch divisors of the
Burniat surfaces with K3 = 2,...6. They can be found in figure 1.2
attached below.
                      1. LucKy cAsEs
  Here are two classical examples of surfaces of general type where
everything runs smoothly (see [Miy76], [Miy77a],[Rei78], [Dolga81]).
LL Classical Godeaux surfaces.
(1) Here G :== Z/5, it acts on a 4-dimensional vector space V via
   the 4 non trivial characters, hence also on P3 := P(VV) and
   X = X/G is the quotient of an invariant 5-ic surface X (with
   RDP's as singularities) on which G acts freely.
     Hence, if S is the minimal resolution of X, Ti(S) {)l G = Z/5.
(2) It turns out that the representation V is isomorphic to the rep-
   resentation HO(S,Os(Ks)), therefore S has p,(S) = O, and
   K3 = 1. Since GV EI)! Z/5 is also the torsion part of H2(S, Z),
   to x E GV corresponds a divisor class Mx, and
   V Y HO(9, Og(Kg)) Z [O.Ecv,xfoHO(S, Os(Ks + Mx))]
(3) Conversely, if S has pg(S) = O, and Kg = 1, and torsion
   T Y GV 2: Z/5, then the subspaces HO(S,Os(Ks + Mx))
   have dimension 1, and they yield a basis for the vector space
   HO(9, Os(Ks))•
     Let x. E HO(S, Os(Ks + Mx)) be a non zero element: then
   there cannot be any relation of the form xxxx, = xipxabt, because
   the associated divisors div(xx) are irreducible on the canonical
   model X of S. From this one concludes that the canonical
   map of S cannot have a quadric as image, hence it induces an
   isomoTphism of the canonical model rt with a quintic surface
   in P(VV) =, p3.
1.2.
 Standard Campedelli surfaces.
(1) These are, by definition, the Campedelli surfaces with torsion
   group T !)! (Z/2)3.
(2) Here 9 is the natural unramified covering associated to the tor-
   sion group (again here equal to the fu11 first homology group




(3) The best deseription of JSZ is as the maximal abe}ian covering
   of exponent 2 of the plane P2 branched on 7 lines Di, one for
   each g,V• E GV" := GV X {O}. X is smooth if the 7 lines are in
   likear geReral pesitiok.
                     A(4) The Galois group of X . P2 is the group G' !; (Z/2)6
          G' :xe Og,v. EGv*(Z/2)g,V• /(Z/2)(Åí g,V).
                                    i
   There is a natural surjection G' -ÅÄ GV, with kernel canonically
   isomorphic to G, siRce to each elemeRt g E G correspoRds the
   sum of the elements lying in its annihilator gi == Ann(g) in GV.
     In this way we see that, being X = R/G, X - P2 is ramified
   on the 7 lines, and it has the property that the local monodromy
   arottnd the line DSs the element g,) E GV iR tke Galois grogp.
   Instead .]? --År X is unramified, with Galois group G.
(5) Indeed ip.Ox : Op2OOp2(-2)7, and X is contained in the rank
   7 vecÅíer bgltdle eg,Ea*Li whese sheaS of sectigks is isomorphic
   to Op,(2)7.
     X maps to the fibre product of the 7 double coverings
                  yg, :ftg,vÅëAnn(g,)5j',
   where Dj = div(6j), and is indeed defined in the above rank 7
   vector bundle by the following equations (see [Par91], and also
   ICate8], page 146)
          Ygi - Ygj = Ygi-Fg,'IIg,v• Åë(Ann(gi)uAnn(gd))6o')
(6) Again we have a 7 diraeRsioRal vecÅícr space Y cerrespgkdigg
   to the 7 non trivial characters of G,
  v tw HO(S,Os(Kg)) [-)ti [o.EGv,.ptoHO(S, Os(Ks + Mx))l•
   Each summand has dimension 1 and a generator xx corresponds
   just to an equation 6o• for a line Do•, using the established nota-
   tioxx {g,V- } for GV'.
     The bicamonical map of S is the Galois eovering of P2 with
   group GV, and .plilr is embedded in P6 :: P(VV) as the com-
   plete intersection of 4 quadrics. The 4 quadrics are sums of
   sqgares, &Rd are easily obtaiked because the 7 elemeRts xk be-
   long to the 3 dimensional vector space W gE HO(S, Os(2Ks)) =
   p* HO (P2 , Op2 (2)) .
(7) Coxxversely, giveR a Campede}}i sgyface S with torsieR grogp
   G or- (Z/2)3, one considers the natural unramified Galois cover-
   ing S - S with group G, and shows that HO(S, Os(Ks + M,))
   has dimeRsion 1 fer each charaeter. Hence one has a7 di-





v E\ HO(S, Os(Ks)) or- [e.EGv,.;oHO(S, Os(Ks + Mx))]•
  Again, one can show that ISI is canonically embedded in P6 :=
P(VV) as the Åëomplete intersection ef 4 quadrics, and 3 ef the 7
e}emellts xk are linear}y iRdepeRdeRt aRd yield the bicaReRical
map ef S. Sikce the 4 qgadrics are sgms of sqga:es it follews
that .Årl is al$o invariant by the bigger group G' :! (Z!2)6, aAd
then the bicanonica} map of S factors through the projection
onto the canonical model X and the Galois cover X . P2 with
Galois group GV tw G'/G.
2. WHAT IS A ... BURNIAT SURFACE?
Burniat surfaces are surfaces of general type with geometric genus
p,(S) = O, and they were constructed by Pol Burniat in 1966 in [Bu66],
wheye the method oÅí si#gular bideuble covers was ineroduced iR order
to akaÅík the geography problem fer sgrfaces of general type.
rl!he birgtional structure of Burniat surfaÅëes is rather simple to explaiR:
let Pi , P2, P3 E P2 be Åíhree non col}inear points (which we assume to be
the points (1:O:O), (O:1:O) and (O:O:1)), and let Di = {Ai = O},
for i E Z/3Z, be the union of three distinct lines through Pi, including
the line Di,i which is the side of the triangle joining the point Pi with
Pi+1 •




Burkiat sgrfexze S is the miximal medel fer the
c( vZll• vili)
Proposition 2.2. Let S be a Burniat surface, and denote by m the
number of points, different from Pi, P2, P3, where the curve D has mul-
tiplicity at least 3 (hence indeed equal to 3?. Then O S m S 4, and the
invariants of the smooth projective surface S are:
               p, (s) : g(s) - o, Kg - 6- m.
  The heatrt of the ca}culatioR, based on the tkeory of bidogble ccvers,
as explaiRed iR [Cat991, is that the siRgitlarkies where the tkyee cgrves
have multiplicities (3,i,O) lower K2 and the dffereltce pg - g both
by l, while the singularities where the three curves have multiplicities
(1, 1, 1) lower K2 by 1 and leave pg -qunchanged (in fact, for abidouble
cover branched on 3smooth cubics, one has Kg xe 9,pg = 3).
Example 2.3. (Singularities of Galois Coverings). Take three general
lines li,l2,l3 through a point P E S. Choosing appropriate local (in






















{x == O}, l2 = {y = O} and l3 = {x -y = O}. Taking the maximal
Abelian cover of exponent 2 branched in li, l2, l3 we get:
       u2 =x, v2 == y, w2 =x-y o u2 -v2 == w2,
  i.e. we get an ordinary double point
           Y :== {(zL,v, w) E (C3 : u2 - v2 = uJ2} c (c3,
(an Ai-singularity) over O.
  Y is invariant under the involution
            a:C3-C3, (u,v,w)H(-u,-v,-w),
  and we get a factorization of the (Z/2Z)3- Galois covering (Y, O) -
(c2,O) as
                 (Y, O) -+ (y/a, o) - (c2, o).
Note that (Y/a,O) is a t(1,1) - singularity, which is not Gorenstein,
but S-Gorenstein. Acquiring such a singularity leaves the geometric
genus pg and the irregularity q invariant, but lowers Kg by 1.
  Indeed, the minimal resolution of such a singularity has an excep-
tional curve E ! Pi with E2 == -4, hence the canonical divisor on the
resolution S is the pull back of the canonical divisor of Y diminished
by SE. Because (Ks + E) •E= -2 =År Ks •E == +2.
  One may understand the biregular structure of a Burniat surface S
through the blow up W of the plane at the points Pi, P2, P3,••• Pm of
D of multiplicity at least three.
  W is a weak Del Pezzo surface of degree 6 - m (i.e., a surface with
nef and big anticanonical divisor).
Proposition 2.4. The Burniat surface S is a finite bidouble cover (a
finite Galois cover with group (Z/2Z)2? of the weak Del Pezzo surface
W. Moreover the bicanonical divisor 2Ks is the pull back of the anti-
canonical divisor -Kw. The bicanonical map of S is the composition
of the bidouble cover S - VV with the anticanonical quasi-embedding of
VV, as a surface of degree Kg = Kft in aproj'ective space of dimension
Kg = Kft.
3. THE MAIN CLASSIFICATION THEOREM
 Fixing the number Kg = 6- m, one sees immediately that the
Burniat surfaces are parametrized by a rational family of dimension
Kg - 2, and that this family is irreducible except in the case Kg = 4.
Definition 3.1. The family of Burniat surfaces with Kg = 4 of nodal
type is the family where the points P4, Ps are collinear with one of the
other three points Pi, P2, P3) say Pi•
The family of Burniat surfaces with Kg = 4 of non-nodal type is the





  Our main classificatien result of Burxxiat surfaces is summarized in
the following table, giving information concerning the families of Bur-
niat surfaces, and where IEffs denotes the quaternien group of order 8.
More ififormatieR will be givelt in the sgbseqgent tkeeyems.
K dim is conn. comp.? name Tl
6 4 ye$ 'prlmary 1--ÅrZ.kmeÅr(Z/2Z)
5 3 yes secolldary agsO(Z/2Z)














Theorem 3.2. ( see [BCIIb] and [BCIO])
   l? The three respective smbsets of the meauSi spGces of minimasg
surfaces ef generag type SMff,Ift2 corresponding to Bttmiat surfaces with
K2 = 6, respu. with K2 == 5, resp. Bumiat surfaces with K2 =4 ofnon
nodag type, are irreducible cennected components, normal, rational of
respective dimensiens 4,3,2.
Moreover, the base of the Kuranishi family of such surfaces S is smooth.
Observe that the above result foT K2 me 6 was fir$t proven by Mendes
Lopes and Pardini ixx IMLPOi]. We $howed ik IBC!lb] the stTokger
theorem
Theorem 3.3 (Primary Burniat surfaces theorem). Any surface home-
tepy eguivagent te G Burniat surface with K2 = 6 is a Bzzmaiat surface
with K2 == 6,
Theorem 3.4 (Secondary nodal Burniat surfaces theorem). ( see
IBCICI akd [BCII])
  Secondary nodal Burniat surfaces, together with secondary extended
nodal Burniat surfaces form an irreducible connected component of the
medugi space.
For K2 = 2 another realization of the Burniat surface is (as shown by
Kulikov in [Ku04]) as a special element of the family of Campedelli
s=rfeces wkh to:sioft (Z/2Z)3, ccksidered iR the previous sectig#.
  We saw that they are Galois covers of the plane with group (Z/2Z)3,
branched ome seven lines. For the Bumiat surface we have the spe-





          4. THE HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCE METHOD
  This section is devoted to the idea of the proof of theorem 3.3. There
is a general philosophy behind the method of proof which applies to
many more cases.
  A Burniat surface S with Kg = 6 is called a primary Burniat surface.
Recall that by proposition 2.4 S is a finite bidouble cover of a Del Pezzo
surface Y = P2(Pi, P2, P3) of degree 6, which can be seen as
     Y := {((yi, yl), (y,, yS), (y,, yS)) E (IP)i)3 : y,y,y, = ylySy5}.
  We take the (Z/2Z)3-covering of
               r: Pi Å~ Pi Å~ Pi . pi Å~ pi Å~ pi
                                          )
given by
              (v,)2 = y,, (v;. )2 = y;•, a E {1, 2, 3}•
  Then T-i(Y) splits as the union of two Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 6,
Zu Z', where Z := {viv2v3 = vlvSv5}, and Z' ;== {viv2v3 = -vlvSv5}•
What we have done is the following: we have taken the square root
of the two points in each Pi corresponding to two of the four lines
passing through each Pj. Now we take the square root of the other two
lines through each of the three points Pj and obtain a (Z/2Z)3-covering
8i Å~ S2 Å~ 83 - Pi Å~ Pi Å~ Pi, where each Sj• is therefore an elliptic curve.
We get the following diagram:
            .51Ax, = .2/G
            il
          .51' u .2' -zu zt -y
        sl Å~ s'2 Å~ s3 Sevt 2g12)3 pl Å~ p'1 Å~ pl {ZtL21e/2)3 p, Å~ pTl Å~ pl.
X' is the normal (Z/2Z)2-covering of Y whose resolution is a Burniat
surface.
  We have the following:
   (1) .Åí - X' is e'tale (with group G= (Z/2Z)2? o S is a
      primary Burniat surface.
   (2) .]? C 8i Å~ 82 Å~ 83 is a hypersurface of multidegrees (2,2,2).
   (3) X' -- X" /G is the quotient of a free action except for some Ai-
      singularz'ties with stabilizer Z/2Z, yielding i(1,1) - points on




4.1. Idea ofthe proofoftheorem 3.3. Assume that S is homotopi-
cally equivalent to a primary Burniat snrface. Then S has the same
fundamental group as a primary Burniat surface. Hence there is an
6tale (Z/2Z)3-covering )l - X with g(.)glr) = 3.
Step 1. 0ne shows that the Aibanese variety Alb(X) is the product
of three elliptic curves 8i Å~ S2 Å~ 83. In fact, for eachi di {1,2,3} there
is an intermediate cover
                       .k-x"xt
with g(Xi) me 1. By the ttniversal property of the Albanese variety we
get a morphism
    A: Alb(Jg) . Alb(Xi) Å~ Alb(X2) Å~ Alb(X3) ;)! 8{ Å~ 85 Å~ 85.
  LeekiRg at the fuRdamektal grg=p xi(.Åriir), oRe sees that the isogexxy
A is ef product type, whence the claim fol}ows.
Step 2. Con$ider now the Albanese map of JSI:
              f, .2 - f(X) =, 9c Åí, Å~ 8, Å~ E3.
rlrhex tke clas$ of 9 is the same as for the A}baRese ireage of the
corresponding 6tale covering of a primary Burniat surface (since we
have a map to a K(T, 1) space with fundamental group 7r equal to Ti(I$lr)
hence the class of the image is invariant by homotopy equivalence).
  Moreover, $inee this c}as$ is 2Fi +2F2 "2F3, we see that the A}banese
raap ef -]il is biratioRal. Fina}ly, ak argllment usiRg adjuncÅíick shows
that rt !\ 9.
Step 3. X (the canonical model of S) is Jg/G, and it is a bidouble
cover of a Del Pezzo surface of degree 6 as required.
  Fer moye details we referto [BCIIbi.
Remark 4.2. The same method proves similar theorems in the follow-
mg cases:
   (1) Keum-Naie surfaces with K2 = 4 (cf. [BCIIa]).
        For KeRm-Naie surfaees S tke key idea is to find a repyesexx-
      tatiok X = ;?/G, where G = (Z/2Z)2, acting on 8i Å~ S2 (8i,
      S2 being again elliptic curves). X is a double cover of 8i Å~ S2
      branched on a G-invauriant divisor A of bidegree (4, 4).
        Then G acts freely ori .R for a suitable twist of the action.
   (2) ineue surfgce$ with K2 = 7 (cÅí [BC12]),
        inoue surfaces are of the ferm X = .Xi/(Z/2Z)4, where )? is a
      (Z/2Z)4--invariant divisor of multidegree (2, 2, 4) in 8i Å~ 82 Å~ D,
      where 8i, S2 are again elliptic curves, while D is a curve of
      genus 5 which is a maximal abelian cover of Pi of exponent 2




   (3) Kulikov surfaces (cÅí [ChColO]),
        These surfaces are (Z/3Z)2-coverings of the plane branched
      on the sides of a triangle and on the three medians (the line$
      coRRecting tke three vertice$ with the bayycexter).
  The above cases also show another common feature:
      .2 has Ai-singularitie$ o G acts no longer freely.
This implies that then X = : JSlr/G acquires u singularities oftype i(1, 1),
and K3 (S being a miRimal model) drops by y. Furthermore 7rKS) =
7rKX) becomes fikite.
  Therefore for these families the investigation of the connected com-
ponents of the moduli spaces has to be done by
   (1) showing openness of the subset of the moduli space induced by
      such a family usiRg loÅëal defermatien theery;
   (2) investigatiRg the c}o$ewe via l-parameter limits.
Remark 4.3. All the Burniat surfaces X we consider are G = (Z/2Z)2-
covers of a normal Del Pezzo surface Z of degree Kk.
  For nodal Burniat surface$ with Kg == 4 and Burniat surfaces with
Kg = 3, we need to iRtrcduce a larger family, inclgdiRg the sg-called
extended Burniat surfaee$. rlrhey wi}l be introduced iR the next sectioxx
in the more symmetric case of tertiary Burniat surfaces.
              5. EXTENDED BURNIAT SURFACES
  We rec3}l the follgwiRg definiticgs frcm iBCIIi. Let P2,P2,P3 E P2
be three non collinear points, and let P4,,..,P3+., m == 2,3, be
fnrther (distinct) points not lying on the sides of the triangle with
vertices Pi,P2,P3.
  Assume moreover that, for m = 2, the points Pi , P4, Ps are collinear,
while, fgr m xe 3, we shall rcereover assume that also P2,P4,P6 Erad
P3, Ps, .P6 are co}linear (in particu}ar, Ro four points are eollinear).
  Let 's denote by l{7 := P2 (,Pi , P2 , . . . , P3 +.) the we ak Del Pezzo sur--
faÅëe of degree 6 - m, obtained by blowing up P2 in the 3+m points
A,P2,•••,P3"m•
  SgyiRg that Y is & weak Del Pezze sgrfaÅíe meags that the EmticanoR-
ical divisor -Kp is nef Emd big; in our case it is Rot amp}e, because of
the existence of (-2)-curves, i,e. curves Ni tw Pi, with Ni • Kv = O.
  Contracting the (-2)-curves Ni we obtain a normal singular Del Pezzo
surface Y' with -Ky, very ample. '
  Ilt oydey to simplify the foerrau}ae, let gs treat tke case m == 3, deRot-
ing P5 := jl}4,PS := Ps,j}]}{ :=: P6d
  Then we have that Pi, Pi'+i, P;+2 are collinear (here i G Z/3Z).
  We denote by L the divi$or on Y which is the total transform of a
general line in P2, by Ei the exceptional curve lying over B, by E;• the




iA IL - Ei - Ei"I, i.e., the preper transform of tke $ide of the triakgle
joming the points Pi,Pi-•
  For m me 3 we have (-2)-curves Ni,N2,N3 $uch that
                {ATI,} = IL -- E, - E;•., - E;•.,l,
  Theyefoxe the anticakoxieai ircgge of Y is a xxormal suyface Y' c P6-M
of degree 6 - m, whose singularities are one node vi (an Ai singularity)
in the case m == 2, and three nodes ui,u2,y3 in the case m = 3 (the
(-2)-curve Ni is the total trafisform of the point vi).
Definition 5.1. 1? The Bumiat branch divisors for rn = 3 are defined
to be the divisers Di, D2, D3 sttch that:
       {D,} = IL - E, - E,-,.,l + N, + IL- E, - E;•l+ E,nt,,
2] The strict}y extefided Bumiat branch divisor classes for m = 3 are
defined as follows:
                 Ai iil! Di - Ni ÅÄ Ni-1 + Ni+1,
3? The strictly extended Burniat branch divisors for m = 3 are defined
taking Gn irreducibge carve
               r, E l2L - E, - E;• - Ei+i ---- EI•+il
and repgaeing in Ai
                 Ni-i + IL - Ei - Ei+il + Ei-i
by ri, se that
                A, :r,+N,.,+IL-E,-E;•I.
  For each Burniat divi$or, we have the optioit to replace it (or llot)
by a strictly extended Burniat divisor. By taking the corresponding
bidoub}e cover, we obtain an extekded Bumiat suyface.
Remark 5.2. 1) Observe that (Di +D2 +D3) E 1 -3Kv1 is a reduced
normal crossing divisor.
  2) Similarly, (Ai +A2 +A3) E i -3Kg +Åí Nii is a reduced normal
crossing divisor.
  3) eR tke Rorrcal Del Pezze surfaÅíe Y', for m = 3,
  A2• yields a conic and one line, Dj yields three lines.
  In partiÅëular, if the conic corresponding to Aj specia[!izes to contaiR
the line corresponding to Ej•-i, we obtain P2 subtracting the divisor
Njwwi + Nj+i and adding the divisor Nj.
  We can now consider (cÅí [Cat84], [Cat99]) the associated bidouble
covers S ---År Y with branch divisors the Burniat divisors, respectively
el}e exteRde(l Bgmigt divi$cys.
Definitiove 5.3. A tertiary nodal Burniat surface is obtained, form =





  S is then a minimal surface of general tgype with p,(S) = q(S) = O,
Kg - 6-m (of. [BCIO]?.
  if we let some of the three branch divisors be extended Burniat divi-
sers, then we obtain a nen mininzag surface S' whsse minimag medeg S
is caiged G tertiary extended BurRiat surface.
  In [BCII] it is shown that these (discontinuous) degenerations of the
branch divisors from extended to nodal Burniat surfaces produce a flat
family of G-covers Xt - Y' of the canonical models over a normal Del
Pezzo sgrface ef degyee 6 - m (4, respectively 3).
  More precisely, we have the following two auxiliary results:
Proposition 5.4. There exists a family, with connected base
   B c {(C,,r,)IC, E IL- E,1, r, E 12L - E, - E, - E, - E,1}
where Ci is irredueibge and either r2 is irweduci5ge, 6r sptits as Ni+Ei-l-
IL-E2-E3V, parametrz'iing aflatfamigy ef canonical modegs, incguding
exactly all the nodal Bumiat surfaces and the extended Burniat surfaces
with Kft = 4,
Vroposition 5.5. There exists a family, with connected base
                     T c {(", r,, r,)}
where ri,F2,r3 are as in Definition 5.1, parametrizing a flat family of
canonical moelels, including exactly all the nodal Burniat surfaces and
the extended Bikrniat surfaces with Kft = 3.
Remark 5.6. 1) in the Rodal Bgrgiat case the surfaÅíe S dees Roe
have an ample canonical divi$or Ks, due to the existence of (-2)-curves,
which are exactly the inverse images of the (-2)-curves Ni c Y.
  For this reason we call the above Burniat surfaces of nodal type. We
denote their canonica! model by X, and observe that X is a finite
bidegb}e cever of the Rcrreal Del Pezzo surface Y'.
  For m = 2 X has precisely one node (alt Ai-siRgularity, coTrespond-
ing to the contraction of the (-2)-curve) as singularity. While, for
m r= 3, X has exactly three modes as singularities.
  2) In the extended Burniat case S' is not minimal. In the strictly
extekded B=rxiat case the iRverse image of eaÅík Ni splits as the gRieft
of two disjoint (-1)-curves. in this latter ease S has arap}e caltonical
divisor, hence S == X.
  3) In all cases, the morphi$m X - Y' is exactly the bicanonical map
ofX (see [BCIO]. [BCII]), r
  4) Ncda} Burniat sgrfaces &re payametrized by a family with smooth
base of dimeftsioit 2 for m ww- 2, of dimeltsioft 1 for m = 3.
  Strictly extended Burniat surfaces are parametrized by a family with
smooth base of dimension 3 for m = 2, of dimension 4 for m = 3.
  The key feature is that, both for nodal Burniat surfaces, and for




cever of a singular Del Pezzo surface IY', which has ene Rode in the case
m = 2, and three nodes for m =3 (in this case Y' is a cubic surface in
P3).
  In this case the direct image p.(Ox) splits as a direct sum of four
reflexive character sheaves of generic rank 1.
For K2 = 3 it is shewR in [BCI1] that a smal} defermatigk of a Bumiat
surface or of an extended Burniat surface is a Galois covering with
group (Z/2Z)2 of a cubic surface wiÅíh three singular points, and with
branch locus equa} to three piane seetiofis. Hence one sees that the
locus of Burniat and extended Burniat surfaces is open. Moreover in
loc.cit. k is showR tkat tl}e closgre cf the sgbset ccyre$peRd[ing tg
extended Burniat surfaces with Kg = 3 contains G-covers of cubic
surfaces with a D4-singularity, and G-covers of the four nodal cubic.
  Yifan Chen shows in his Bayreuth Ph.D. thesis that ehere are ito
further degenerations.
  Summarizing, we have the fol}owing theorem
Theorem 5.7 (Bauer,Catanese, Chen). The irreducible component YV
of the moduti space csntaining the Bzzr?}igt surfaces 2gith Kg = 3 cen-
sists exactly of
   (1) Burniat surfaces,
   (2) extended Burniat surfaees,
   (3) G-covers of a normal cubic with a D4--singularity,
   (4) G-covers of the fogr nodgg cubic, which gre e'tgge exactgy eyeT
      one of the four nodes.
Moreover, 1?,2?,3? are contained in NÅ~ 6LIV.
  The key technique used in the above theorem (developed in [BCII])
is the one of blewiRg up and dowR legarithmic sheaves in order to
calculate the tangent cohomology. It would take too long to explain
this technique in detail here.
  There remaiRs ehe cha}leRgikg
Question 5.8. fs YV' a connected component of the moduli space9
  Another approach was proposed to construct a family of surfaces
including the tertiary Burniat surfaces, in [NePill]; the deformation
theoretic aspects weye itot addressed ig [Nel?ill] aRd it cogld be inter-
esting to do it.
  Using the te.chniques developed four the above re$uks Yi-fan Chen
has beefi able to prove a conjecture of Mendes-Lopes and Pardini (cf.
[MLP04]):
Theorem 5.9 (Y. Chen). The six dimensionai fomity const7ntcted by
Mendes -Lopes and Pardini in [MLP04], containing the Keum-Araie
surfGces with Kg = 3 G$ g proper aggebraic subset, is indeed Gn irre-




  The new idea which made the long sought for proof of the above
result possible is the representation of a special surfaÅëe in the above
family as some (Z/2Z)2-cover of a four nodal cubic and the use of the
methcds mextieRed abeve (te calculate $paces of sectioR$ ef !ogarithraic
differeRtial forms oR blow ups). Chelt shows that the tangent dimensioft
of Kuranishi space is bounded from above by 6, and then khe Kuranishi
inequality gives that the dimension is exactly 6.
6. DEFORMArrrlON OF AUTeMORPHISMS.
  Kere is what we have learnt from exteltded BurRiat surfaces.
  In this section S will be the minimal model of a nodal Burniat surface
with Kg = 4 or Kg = 3, and X its canonical model. Observe that for
K2 = 4, X has one ordinary node, while for K2 = 3, X has three
ordinary Redes.
  A very surpri$iRg and Rew phenomenok eccurs fer these surface$,
confirming Vaki}'s `Murphy's law' philosophy ([Va06]).
  To explain what happens for the moduli spaces of extended and
nodal Burniat surfaces, Iet us recall again an old result due to Burns
and Wahl (cÅí [BW74]).
  Let S be a minimal surface of geitera} type afid let X be its caRonical
model. Denote by Def(S), resp. Def(X), the base of the Kuranishi
family of S, resp. of X.
  Their result explains the relation between Def(S) ancl Def(X).
Theerem 6.1 (Bgm$ - Wah}). Assume that Ks is net esmpge and get
p : S . X be the canonicag morphism.
  Denote by tx the space of local deformations of the singularities
of X and by Cs the space of deformations of a neighbourhood of the
exceptional curves ofp. Then Def(S) is realized as the fibre product
ess$6cggted te the Cartesian diagrgm
                   Def(S) - Ls tw C",
                      ib
                   Def(X) --År Lx or- Åëu,
where y is the number of rationat (-2)-curwes in S, andA is a Galeis
covering with aalois group W := e;•..iWi, the direct sum of the Weyl
groups Wi of the singular points ofX.
  Animmediate coR$equence is tke following
Corollary 6.2. (Burns - Wahl) 0 th : Def(S) - Def(X) is a finite
morphism, in particular, th is sunjective.
2? if the derivative of Def(X) ---År Lx is not suro'ective (i.e., the sin-
gulartties of X cannot be independently smoothened by the first order




  Assume kew that we have i pt G S Ant(S) = Agt(X).
  Then we can consider the space of G-invariant local deformations
of S, Def(S,G), resp. Def(X,G) of .X, and we have auatuyal reap
Def(S, G) --- Def(X, G).
  We indeed show here that, unlike the case for the corresponding
morphism of local defermatiek spaÅíes, this map Reed$ Ret to be sxrjec-
tive; and, as far as we know, the following result gives the first global
example of such a phenomenon.
Theorem 6.3. The deformations of nodal Burniat surfaces with Kg =
4,3 to extended Burniat surfaces with Kg =: 4,3 yiegd examples where
Def(S, (Z/2Z)2) ---+ Def(X, (Z/2Z)2) is not suro'ective.
  Moreover, Def(S, (Z/2Z)2) S Def(S), whereas for the canonical model
we haye: Def(X, (Z/2Z)2) = Def(X).
  The moduli space of pairs, of an extended (or nodal? Burniat surface
with Kg ex 4,3 and a (Z/2Z)2-action, is disconnected; but its image in
the modttli space is a connected open set.
The reason for this phenomenon can already be seen loca}ly around the
node.
  Let G be the group G ;\ (Z/2)2 acting on C3 as follows:
                 G rm {1,a17o2,a3 == al + a2}
acts by oKu, v, w) = (u, v, -w)} g2 (u) v, w) xe (-u, -v, w).
  The invariants for the action of G on Åë3 Å~ Åë are:
  Observe
G-invariaRt
     x := u2,y :=: v2,i:xe nv,s:=w2,t.
that the hypersurfaces Xt = {(u,v,w)lw2 = uv + t} are
, aRd the qgotient Xt/G is the {}xed hypersuTface
       Yt tw Yo = {(x,y, z)Iz2 =: `rcy},
which hEms a itcda} singularity at the peint x rm y = z = e.
  In fact, G acts on the family tVt =: {w2 :uv + t}, which admits a
simgltaReeus reso}utigk eRly after the base chaRge T2 = t: aRd theR
we have two smail resolutions
       s ,= {((., ., ,,.,.),c) di xÅ~ ?iiWir = .S. = c},
     ' 8' := {((eq y, w, T), vr) ff ,\ Å~ ?ilW+T = V = n}.
                                         W-T         u
Then it is easy to see that G has several liftings to S, but
    e either G acts enly as a group of birationai not biregular auto-
      morphisms on S and leaves T fixed,
    e or, G acts as a grogp gf biregulGr agtercorpkisms ok 8 bge dees




  Looking at the local picture in detail, one sees how the above family
yields a discontinuous variation of the three branch divisors on the blow
up Yo of Yo at its singular point.
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